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Barack Obama
Elementary
School'
A school board in New
York voted unanimously
to change the name of
their public school

|Pagt3

There's more
to this holiday
than the food
Faculty columnist Phil
Schurrer recounts a
conversation he had
with some friends
that uncovered the
real value of the

SAY
IT
ISN'T

Thanksgiving holiday
|Page 4

Take your time
figuring out
your future

Falcons lose to Bulls 40-34
By Andrew Harnar
Assistant Sports Editor

There's no need to be creative
about it the Falcons let another
one slip away.
After piling up a 27-7 lead with
13:16 left in the game, many tans
and players were feeling confident about a win.
Even after Buffalo scored a
touchdown two minutes later,
there still was little reason to
doubt.
Except the fact this is the 2008
Falcon football team.
In the last four minutes of
the fourth quarter, BG's defense
allowed the Bulls to score 14
unanswered points and gain 129
yards to tie the game at 27. forcing overtime
"They had our defense on their
heels in those two drives," coach
Gregg Brandon said. "\\e needed
to step up and get off the field
there, and we weren't able to do
that"
Not only that, the Bulls are
a team that will refuse to go
down without a fight if given the
chance.
"Buffalo is a team that you can't

let keepbeingin thegame," senior
Kenny Lewis said. "You have a
chance to put them away, you
have to really put them away."
Right before those two big
drives, Derek Brighton was
unable to handle a snap on
what coukl have been a 37-yard
field goal and in between them,
Buffalo recovered its own on-side
kick.
"We've struggled to finish
games and losing these close
games down the stretch has been
difficult," Brandon said.
Lewis also said the defense
changed up the way they were
playing in the fourth quaner.
"I think the |defense| started
playing a little passive when we
got the lead and not playing to
win but more playing not to lose,"
Lewis said. "I think it all boils
down to us just finishing."
Buffalo continued its dominance in overtime as it scored
See FOOTBALL | Page 2

After obtaining a
degree and then
returning for a different
one. columnist Andrea
Wadsworth wants
students to know that
it's never too late to
chase one's dreams
| Page 4

Obama chooses
a commerce
secretary
Bill Richardson, the
governor of New
Mexico, has been
chosen by presidentelect Barack Obama
to be the commerce
secretary | Page 5

Volleyball
ends season
The volleyball team

ATBGNtWS.COM:

was defeated during

audio slideshow about the game and to

the MAC semifinals by

see and hear Gregg Brandon's comments
about the fans post-game

NDONHEISS

1HEBGNEWS

the Western Michigan

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student
press serving
the campus and surrounding
community

AT BGHtWS.COM: Check out a
[\ video recap of the Silent Solidarity
v event from last week

Painting BG red
for AIDS/HIV
awareness week
By Becky Tpncr

THE RED EVENTS

Reporter

The Student Wellness
Network has set up many

Thirty-three million people
events for thetr "BGSU
around the world are dying of
Goes Red" Campaign,
AIDS, according to the World
including the following:
AIDS Campaign, and students
can do something about it
■ BGSU Goes Red"
with "BGSU Goes Red."
Panel Discussion
Dec. 1 is World AIDS Day
tonight at 9:15 p.m. in
and in order to bring awareUnion 315.
ness to HIV/AIDS, the Student
Wellncss Network is provid■ HIV/AIDS poster
ing students with opportunicampaign Dec. 1-5 in
ties to be educated about tinoil residence halls.
disease and to help solve the
AIDS pandemic through their
■ Union table Dec. 1-5
'BGSU Goes Red" Campaign.
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
SWN is sponsoring activities and presentations starting
■ HIV Testing
tonight and running through
Mondays 9:30 a.m.-1
Friday, Dec. 5. Senior Ashley
p.m and Fridays 9:30
Thompson, SWN vice presia.m. to 3:30 p.m.
dent, said she spent months
planning the events so students could learn about HIV/ tickets for a Product (Red!
AIDS and what they can do on iPod and a S2.r> iTunes gift certificate.
campus.
"The purpose of the event
Tonight, the "BGSU Goes
Red" events kick-off with is to show students they can
a panel discussion in the make a difference in a realUnion. The Student Wellncss ly big issue and that's why I
Network, the Honors Program wanted to make it so even
and the Wellness Connection though you don't have money
will be sponsoring the discus- there are lots of things you can
do," she said.
sion.
Aftcrthediscussion students
Also at the table, sex kits
will have the opportunity to with free condoms, World
write postcards to local and AIDS Dav red ribbons and the
state leaders asking for legis- University AIDS Quilt will be
lation to help solve the HIV/ on display. The quilt is made
AIDS pandemic. Thompson up of T-shirts donated by a
said many U.S. leaders believe different person or organizathe disease is not an issue tion on campus. Thompson
said each organization made
anymore.
"As a country, the U.S. a minimum donation of S30
urges other nations around and gave a T-shirt representthe world to create national ing their group to be added to
HIV/AIDS strategies and we the quilt.
"|Thc quilt is| a visual repdon't have one ourselves. We
have one million people living resentation of people on this
with IHIV/A1DSI in this coun- campus that are informed
try and infection just keeps about HIV/AIDS both nationally and globally and people
increasing," she said.
SWN will have a table in who arc actively trying to
the Union everyday next week change the problem," she
where students can donate said.
money or participate in AIDS
See RED | Page 2
Day activities to earn raffle

Broncos | Page 6

Gender stereotypes
influence many majors
ByLinChaf.ti

Did you go to Friday's
home football game?

NICKY MORDARSKI
Freshman. Psychology
"Yes, because it was
the last home game
of the year."

|Pag.4
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TODAY
Rain/Snow
High: 56. Low: 29

TOMORROW
Snow Shower
High: 35. Low: 29

k

Reporter

"I feel more

Only eight men are majoring in
early childhood education at the
University; however, 180 women
have the same major.
Despite the gender dominance
in some majors, many students in
the minority continue to pursue
their majors of choice.
Emily Garr, a sports marketing
major, is in that minority.
"I feel more empowered by it
since I have this opportunity," she
said.
One thing that helped Garr
decide to major in sports marketing was having a good role model:
her mother.
"When I was younger, I loved
the WNBA and then my mom
introduced me to Title IX," she
said.
Title IX, renamed the Patsy
T. Mink Equal Opportunity in
Education Act in 2002, is a law
enacted so that sex would not be
an issue for anyone who is in a
government-funded program,
including but not limited to athletics in education.
While Garr is aware of the fact
that her major is dominated by
males, others are not.
Nathan Saygers, an Asian studies major, was unaware that he
was in the minority of his major.
"I don't think that it is an issue
because it is a small, but growing,
field," he said. "Once it gets bigger,
I'm sure it still won't be an issue."
Alan Owens, a graphic design

empowered by it
since I have this
opportunity."
Emily Garr | Student
RACHELRADWANSKI

major, was also unaware of the
differences in his major, although
it is slight.
"There are a lot of respectable
graphic designers of both genders,
so I don't think it is a problem," he
said.
Even those who are in the
majorityareunawareofit.oreven
feel it might be changing. DeAnte
Penny, a former business major,
said he no longer thinks of business as a gender-dominated field.
"It feels like every time I walk
into the business building, I
always see a picture of a woman
who just won an award for something on the wall," he said. "There
are a lot of powerful women in
the field."
Kendra lackson, also in the
majority of her human development and family studies major,
which is dominated by females,
wishes there were more men in
the field.
"Sometimes it would be good
to have a male perspective," she
said.
See MAJORS I Page 2

KNITTING: Caroline Coates begins to sew together the squares that ate laid out before her to make a blanket Warm Up BG donates the
blankets they make to different shelters in the area.

University students focus creative
efforts on warming up community
By Christie Kirnir
Reporter

As the winter season approaches, students look to give a helping hand or needle and thread
to keep others warm.
The organization known as
"Warm Up BG" is described as
a knitting and crocheting club,
treasurer Alex McCoy said.
Students get together the first
and third Thursday of every
month to knit 7 by 7 squares
that will add to the blankets
that require 49 squares to complete.
Students also provide yarn,
needles and hooks for anyone

that may need it.
The organization looks slightly different from last year with
the hopes of building a closer
community.
"Last year it was more of an
in and out sort of thing, but this
year we wanted to place an end
time to the meeting," McCoy
said.
Each meeting, held the
first and third Thursday each
month 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. in
107 Hannah Hall, consists of a
lesson on a specific technique
of knitting.
" Everyone helps everyone out
and bounces ideas off of each
other," Secretary lillian Urig

said.
Students can usually get one
square done during a meeting.
Students receive service
hours for their completed
squares or any other projects
such as hats and gloves that
can go towards their hours for
other organizations, but there
is no requirement.
"A lot of members have other
organizations they have to do
community service for," Urig
said.
One square is worth one service hour and hats, gloves or
scarves are worth three hours.

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS. SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See WARM UP| Page 2
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BLOTTER
THURSDAY. NOV. 20
10:52 A.M.
Juvenile was charged with disorderly conduct after striking a counselor at the Children's Resource
Center.
11:24 P.M.
Complainant reported two
unknown subjects urinated on the
bathroom walls at Pita Pit. Paper
towels were also shoved into the
sink and toilet

FRIDAY. NOV. 21
1:44A.M.
Jeffery Lowery. 53, of Bowling
Green, was cited for operating a
vehicle under the influence. Bradley
Mutchler. 20. of Bowling Green,
was cited for underage drinking
after he was observed urinating in a
parking lot.
2:20 A.M.
Sarah Perry. 20. of Luckey. Ohio.
was cited for operating a vehicle
under the influence.

SATURDAY. NOV. 22

Daniel Forman. 23. of Marion.
Ohio, was arrested for criminal mischief after being witnessed punching a large hole in the drywall of a
home on Georgia Avenue.
10:17 P.M.
Lance Ferguson. 19. of Findlay. was
cited for underage possession of
alcohol, possession of marijuana
and possession of drug paraphernalia.
11:47 P.M.
Alyssa Bell. 20. of Bowling Green.
was arrested for disorderly conduct
and underage drinking after a
bouncer at Nate and Wally's had to
physically restrain her from entering the bar due to her high level of
intoxication.

SUNDAY, NOV. 23
12:43 A.M.
Justm Humphrey-Gainor. 26. of
Napoleon, Ohio, was arrested for
operating a vehicle under the influence, possession of marijuana and
open container of alcohol.
2:42 A.M.
John Bechstein. 24, of Bowling
Green, was cited for operating a
vehicle under the influence and
disregard for public property

9:31 P.M.

Check us out online at:

www.bgnewscom

FOOTBALL RED

From Page 1

From Page 1

on a 26-yard pass on the second play of extra lime. However,
BO countered with a three play
drive capped by a 21 -yard diving
touchdown reception by Ciirey
Part ridge.
Then all of IKVs trouble came
lo a head.
It looked good at tile stan of the
second Of when Freddie Barnes,
who had 107 receiving yards in
the game, caught a 17-yard pass
on the first play. Two plays later.

Anthony Turner rushed the ball
to the I -yard line
Turner fumbled on the next
play, but lineman Brandon Curtis
recovered the l>all at the two After
a timeout, BCi's season came lo
an end.

Four receivers lined up in a
diamond to the left and Sheehan
looked for Turner on a screen
pass, but a high throw and gtxxl
defense allowed the Bulls' offense

to come bade on the field.
It took running back lames
Starts one play lo run 25 yards,
sealing the 411-34 victory and a
Mid-American Conference last
division title.
"lis loothall; they made one
more play than we did in Ibe
end. and that's the way it goes,"
Brandon said.
The Falcons went I -4 at home
this season, including two fourth
quarter mehdowns and losses to
Iwo of the ((inference bottomfeeders.

SWN collected over 20 Tshirts and raised about $800.
The money will be given to the
Global Fund, which finances
the fight against AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria worldwide.
There will also be poster
displays during the week in all
the residence halls presenting
different regions in the world
ravaged by HIV/AIDS, showing the culture and the health
statistics of an area.
Amanda Lynch, SWN president, said HIV/AIDS is not just
a global problem but one that
affects students too.
"A study showed one in 500
college students is infected
with IIIV, which means there
are potentially 40 students on
campus with the infection.
And one in four people don't
know they're infected, so that
could be 10 people on campus." she said.
Lynch said she hopes students will get tested and
become educated about HIV/
AIDS because many students
don't know about their options
and what they can do.
"The week should really
open people's eyes about a lot
of dispelling myths and gen-

MAJORS

From Page 1

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 2,3,4,5 AND 6 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2009.
Amenities included in many of our houses:
-

Furnished or unfurnished
Washer and Dryer
Garbage disposal, dishwasher
Large yards
1 and 2 car garages
Full basements
Most homes are NEW or REMODELED

-

Air conditioning
Gas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases available
Microwaves
Walk in closets

3-6 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com

<^
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You deserve a factual took at...

The Economic Miracle of Israel
What docs it mean to American investors?
Israel is a very small country - it is smaller hy half than San Bernardino County in California. It would sink in
Lake Michigan without a trace. It has harely H million citizens. It has heen in existence for just fit* years. But it
c ,ui economic powerhouse

What are the facts?

virtually no natural resources. Its principal resource is
its people's brain power. Israel's universities and
Steady Kconomic Growth. Ever since its creation in
technical schools are world-class, most outstanding
IM4H. Israel has heen involved in hloody warfare
among them Hebrew University in Jerusalem and the
virtually without surcease. There were three or four
Technion in Haifa, which is considered to be on the
•formal" wars, each of which Israel's enemies promised
same level as the Massachusetts Institute of
to be a "war of extermination." To use their favorite
Technology.
phrase, they vowed to "wipe Israel off the map."
The energy and resourcefulness that have enabled
I'ortunately. none of this came to pass. Despite its
Israel to absorb millions of immigrants and to convert
small size and small population and being vulnerable
a desolate land into one of green fields and modern
from all sides. Israel has prevailed in all those wars.
cities are also reflected in Israel's economic
And it has survived the several "intifadas" imposed on
development. Israel is a modern industrial state whose
it by the Palestinians. Despite that and despite
output encompasses some of
gathering in millions of ^^_^_^_^^^_
the most advanced and
refugees from all over the
world and despite having over "The emerging nations and "third sophisticated technology in the
Its
industry
is
one million Muslim Arab world countries" should take the world.
concentrated
in
high
citizens, who do not serve in
economy
of
Israel
as
an
example
technology and high-addedthe military and who are
value products, based primarily
openly hostile to their
and attempt to emulate it."
on scientific and technological
count0'- Israel has developed
creativity and innovation.
into an economic and
Israel is a world leader in medical devices and
industrial power that is admired in the world.
medical electronics, military electronics, civilian and
Impressive statistics can be cited. Here are just a few:
military
aviation.
agri-technology,
Israel's gross domestic product (CDPl was over $170
telecommunications, computerized graphics, cellular
billion in 2006. That works out to a per-capita product
telephones,
microchip
technology
and voicemail
of over $20,000. It compares favorably with most longtechnology, water technology and desalinization. and
established European countries and approaches that of
many others. It has 31 desalinization plants, including
the United States. The United States is Israel's most
the largest in the world, located in Ashkalon. Warren
important trading partner. In the most recent year for
Buffett. perhaps America's most astute investor has
which reliable statistics are available, two-way trade
recently made a $4.5 billion investment in an Israeli
amounted to about $30 billion, representing a steady
company. When asked why he chose Israel as his first
10% yearly increase over the last several years. The
investment outside of the United States, he replied,
principal exports from the United States include
"Some Americans came looking for oil, so they didn't
civilian aircraft, telecommunication equipment,
stay in Israel. We came looking for brains, so we stayed
semiconductors, and medical equipment. The two
in Israel." Scores of Israeli stocks are traded on
countries signed a Kree Trade Agreement (FTA) in
NASDAQ. Next to Canada, Israel is by far the most
1985. and \xn Agricultural Trade Agreement (ATA) in
represented country' <»n that exchange.
1996. Israel also has free-trade agreements with the
Domestic tranquility, a western legal system, the full
B.U., Turkey. Jordan, and Mexico. Other free trade
infrastructure of transportation, communication and
agreements are in negotiation.
utilities, but primarily its educated and motivated
Israel's main exports to the United States and the
population make Israel attractive to foreign investors
world at large are polished diamonds, electronicand industry.
communication equipment, medical and scientific
Virtually all major hi-tech U.S. companies have
equipment, chemical products, agri-technology, and
installations in Israel, either manufacturing plants or
textiles.
research
laboratories or both. Such companies as IBM.
A World Leader in Many Fields. In contrast to its
Digital Equipment, Intel, National Semiconductor.
Muslim enemies, who have virtually no indigenous
Motorola and many others have established plants in
industry, whose people are largely illiterate, but who
the industrial parks mushrooming around the
have been blessed with natural riches through their
country's academic institutions.
almost limitless petroleum resources. Israel has
Israel's economy is vibrant and growing, and offers countless investment opportunities in industry, agriculture, real
estate, tourism, commerce, science and medical R&D. and much more. The opportunities that abound for domestic
and foreign investors are almost limitless. What this small country has accomplished in just 60 years and against
all odds is truly amazing. The emerging nations and "third world countries" should take the economy of Israel as
an example and attempt to emulate it
Thii ad hat be«n published and paid for by

FLAME

Facts and Logic About the Middle East

P.O. Box 590359 ■ San Francisco, CA 94159
Gerardo Joffe, President

FLAME is a tax-exempt. non-txoM educational 501 (c)(3) OfoanttaMon.
Its purpose is tne research and publication of the taCU regarding
developments m me Middle East and expo&xg raise propaganda that
rmghl harm the interest* of the United States and its alkes In that art*) of
the world Your tax-deductible oontnbunons are welcome They enable
us to pursue these goals end lo pubfcsh these messages m national
newspapers and magazines We have vtrtuaVy no overhead Almost all
of our revenue pays lor our educational work, lor these dantywig
messages, and lor related direct mart
1181

To receive free FLAME updates, visit our website: www.factsandlogic.org

Ian ITetchcr-Waterworlh, a
history education major, isa part
of both perspectives because
while education has predominately more women, history has
more men. He believes that this
is carried over to the professional world as well.
"I've never had a female history professor," he said.
This trend continues in the
University's history department,
with a faculty of only five women
among 22 men.
The fact that some majors are

era I knowledge," she said. "So
many people were not taught
about these issues."
Dr. Faith Yingling, director
of the Wellness Connection,
said during the week the
Wellness Connection will continue to urge students to be
tested for HIV. She said the
Wellness Connection offers
free anonymous testing twice
a week and is open to all students.
Yingling said practicing
safer sex and being tested
for HIV/AIDS is the first step
towards prevention and stopping the spread of the disease.
"It is important for students
to be educated," she said, "and
be aware of the people they
come in contact with."
Thompson said she is very
passionate about stopping
the spread of HIV/AIDS and
helping people affected by
the disease. She said there are
33 million people living with
HIV/AIDS and though the disease is a huge issue, students
can help through their participation in World AIDS Day
activities.
"There are so many things
wrong in the world; there is genocide, war, poverty. As students,
we feel there is nothing we can do,
but actually there are little things
we can do to really help make a
difference," she said.
gender dominated does not seem
to be an issue at the University
for many students. Most students claim they are here to pursue the major they are passionate about, which is what Penny
is now doing.
"My passion for what I want
to do in life picks my major," he
said.
As for t hose for who m ight ta ke
issue as a minority in a gender
dominated field, Garr has some
advice.
"Continue to pursue what you
want to do because it will help to
carve the path for others. Keep
telling yourself that this is what
you want to do," she said.

MAJOR

MALE

FEMALE

HISTORY:

ts

40

FILM
PRODUCTION:

100

29

GRAPHIC
DESIGN:

M

41

BIOLOGY:

112

302

COMPUTER
SCIENCE:

141

20

PRE-NURSING:

28

219

ASIAN STUDIES:

15

21

SPORTS
MARKETING:

140

J7

GENERAL
BUSINESS:

110

70

22

187

HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT
AND FAMILY
STUDIES:

.Source: University Office of Institutional Research
THE SlitiUMRO CACTUS. FOUIID in
111! SOU I HUH SI t KM Ulll 111) STRTES
MOI Sir I GROW BRHRCHES Ulll II IT
IS 75 Vt lilts OLD.
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WARM UP
From Page 1

"Warm Up BG" has set a goal
to complete 700 service hours
by the end of the school year.
"It's great because most people say they don't have time
but if they use their time while
waiting for a bus or watching
television, you will have time,"
McCoy said.
The blankets will be donated to places such as homeless
centers and women's centers
in the Bowling Green and
Toledo area.
Anyone can be involved if
they are interested.
"It's for anyone of any major
and everyoneis willingto teach
you how to knit or crochet,"
member Kristen Rose said. "It
doesn't cost you anything and
you get to help people."
Students involved enjoy the
break from their busy class
schedules.
"This year everyone came
together and has grown into
this little knitting community." Urig said.

Wife shot,
killed at New
Jersey church
CUFTON, N.J. (AP) — A gunman drove across the country
to confront his estranged wife,
then killed her in a church vestibule as Sunday services let out,
authorities said. Two other people were injured in the attack,
which sent churchgoers scrambling for safety.
The gunman fled, and
authorities were searching for
him and warned people that he
was believed to be armed.
About 200 peoplewereattending services inside St. Thomas
Syrian Orthodox Knanaya
Church in Clifton when the gunman opened lire before noon.
Churchgoers described bedlam
after the shots rang out.
"Kids were crying. Peoplewere
screaming," Suja Alummootril
told The Record of Bergen
County. "It was chaotic."
Police Detective Capt. Robert
Rowan identified the slain
woman as 24-year-old Reshma
lames and the gunman as 27year-old loseph M. Pallipurath
of Sacramento, Calif.
Police did not identify the
other two victims, but Rowan
told The Star-Ifdger of Newark
that all three were shot in the
head and that the other two,
a 47-year-old woman and 23year-old man, were in critical
condition.
A spokeswoman for St.
Joseph's Regional Medical
Center in Paterson, where the
victims were being treated,
declined to comment on their
conditions.
Alummoottil, 40,
said
Pallipurath appeared angry
when he confronted lames in
the vestibule as the service was
concluding. Alummootril said
she went to get help and, a few
seconds later, heard three shots.
Rowan said fames had recently moved from California to New
Jersey to escape an abusive marriage and had filed a restraining
order against Pallipurath.

Why Rush
Into Signing A Lease??
Lease Signing Begins January 19,h

UN1VEISITY
VILLAGE &
UNIVEISITY
COUITS
"Tenant Friendly" Management
24 hr. emergency maintenance
Time-Warner cable service included
in rentals
Central air & Gas heat

Mercer at Clough
• Convenient laundry facilities
• Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop
• Short walk to Library, Student Rec
Center and all campus facilities.
• 77 Channel Cable TV

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm apts.

Heat & Cable Included
UNIVERSITY COURTS 1&2 bedrooms for mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment. Furnished Available.
Heat & Cable Included

ONI BLOCK SOUTH OF BOOSTER
"WALK ON OVER"
v

(410)352-0164

m

CAMPUS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Obama's name already to
adorn schools, mountains
ByJohnHildebrand
and Deborah S. Mortis

Monday. Novembet 24.7001

ROCKY HORROR BURSTS INTO BOWLING GREEN

"The fact that
he was elected

Nemday(MCT)

MELVILLE, N.Y. — Some public figures wait a lifetime — or
longer — to see their names
affixed to airports, bridges and
public schools.
Not so, Barack Obama.
In what appears to be a
national first, Hempstead, N.Y.'s
school board has voted unanimously to change the name
of its 460-student Ludlum
Elementary School to Barack
Obama Elementary School.
Officials hope to hold a
name-changing ceremony
shortly after the new year
begins.
Such quick action could
put the 47-year-old presidentelect's name on a public institution even before his inauguration Ian. 20.
"I think we were still caught
up in the moment,'' principal
lean Bligen said.
Like many across Long
Island, Hempstead students
followed the campaign closely,
Students at the former Ludlum
School held a mock debate, and
a straw ballot there in grades
3-5 produced 257 votes for
Obama, 28 for opponent Sen.
)ohn McCain.
The school's enrollment is 62
percent Hispanic and 36 percent African-American.
Several students come from
Africa, and many more come
from El Salvador, Guatemala,
Ecuador and Puerto Rico.
"For me, we made history,"
said Teonte lackson, 11, a fifthgrader who played Obama in
the debate. "I feel really proud
to have an African-American
president. I don't think it's a
racial thing. I think he will
bring everybody together."
Clear Stream Avenue School
in Valley Stream will also consider a renaming resolution
next month, The Associated
Press reported.
Eileen Garbe, who teaches fifth grade at the former

is the ultimate
achievement..."
Wayne Hall | Mayor

Ludlum School, said the election provided a "monumental"
opportunity to bring history
alive for students. She plans
to retire in about a year and a
half after 20 years of teaching.
"Isn't this a wonderful way to
go out?" she said.
A photo of Obama already
hangs in the school's office.
Coincidentally,
since
September the school has been
sending hundreds of books to
an orphanage in Kenya, the
home of Obama's late father,
even before the idea of a name
change took hold.
The idea began to jell after
another fifth-grade teacher
asked students lalani Johnson
and Samantha Alburez, both
10, to write essays on why
their school should be named
for Obama.
Interim
Superintendent
Joseph Laria praised both students and adults for urging the
name change at the Thursday
school board meeting. The
board's vote was 5-0.
As he voted, board president Charles Rcnfroe thought
of his own fifth-grade teacher,
Artiebelle Lowe, who worked
in a segregated, two-room
schoolhouse in rural Alabama.
Renfroe still recalls her joy
at the news in 1955 that a
Montgomery, Ala., seamstress
named Rosa Parks had defied
Jim Crow laws by refusing to
move to the rear of a bus. "1
just wish she could be around
today to see how far we've
come." Renfroe said of his
former teacher.
"I think this will unite us,"
said another board member.
Betty Cross, who has differed
with the board on other issues.

RACHEL MDWANSKI

MiBGNEWS

WHAT'S IN A NAME?: Hempstead.
NY's school board has voted unanimously
to change the name of its 460 student
Ludlum Elementary School to Barack

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

'HE Bf> NEWS

TIME WARP; Rocky Horror Picture Show enthusiasts performed the cult classic for w audence of students this past Friday The show was to raise
awareness and support for Transgender people during Transgender awareness week The event was sponsored by Vision. HUE and UAO

Obama Elementary School.

Hempstead Village Mayor
Wayne Hall said naming the
school after Obama is appropriate. "The fact that he was
elected on Nov. 4 as the first
African American is the
achievement," Hall said. "He
doesn't have to do anything
else. The fact that he was elected is the ultimate achievement
for all Americans."
A Web search finds no mention of ot her schools or puhl ic
facilities in the United States
named for Obama, though
such moves are being advocated in Calumet City, III., and
Portland, Ore. In Antigua, the
prime minister has said he's
taking measures to have the
island's highest peak renamed
Mount Obama, according to
the A P. A school in Kogelo,
Kenya, birthplace of Obama's
father, was named for the
president-elect after he was
elected senator.
SuffolkLegislatorJonCooper,
D-Lloyd Harbor, who headed
Obama's campaign on Long
Island, thinks renaming the
school for a president before
he's inaugurated is a nationwide first. "I would not be surprised if this is going to start a
trend,'1 he said.

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events token from events bg>> edu
: ■ ) ;VT1

8 a rr>. - 9 p.m

Equal Exchange Sale

Bowling Green Equestrian

130 and 131 Union - Gallery Space

Union Table Space

Team information session

8 a.m. ■ 11 on

6 -9 p.m.

Muslim Student

SMART'S Etiquette Dinner

Exhibit #5: Sculpture Club

Association Prayer Room

Olscamp206
: p.m.

Monday Night Trivia

228 Union - Multipurpose Rm

2040lscamp

101 Union. Black Swamp Pub

■'-p'll

7 - 830 run

Fashion Show Ticket Sales

Life Inspired: Six Ways to a

Union Table Space

Passionate Soul

11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

H20 Prayer Meeting
Prout Chapel

Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center

BGSU Goes Red: A Panel
Discussion on the Global
HIV/AIDS Pandemic
314 Union - Buckeye TeleSystem/
CPSRm

8 p.m.

Graduate String Quartet
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical

Arts Center

Check us out online at:
www.bgnews.com

IT'S MORE THAN
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BE EDUCATED.
ED
BE INCLUSIVE.
We live and work in an ever-diverse society.
So let's understand and celebrate our differences
during the holiday season.

A SAMPLING OF CELEBRATIONS

The last question will be asked by the
SBX employees in the actual store.
Visit the store by Saturday, Nov. 29th
to answer the final questions!

THIS HOLIDAY SEASON ARE:
;.'■

»*;•••

Tjif#"i •■Mi..*.

CONTEST RULES:
- Look for a new question on BGSU trivia
every week in the BGNews

CHRISTMAS Dec. 25

. D1WAI.I Oct. 28

■ Submit an answer on BGNews.com

HANUKKAH Dec. 22

before Saturday each week
■ For each correct answer
you receive points
■ After Thanksgiving Break, the person
with the most points will be announced
WINNER GETS:

-A one time $500 shopping spree at
SBX Inot including textbooks)
- Must be spent before winter break
.EIDAL-ADHADec.8

.KWANZAADec.26

.WINTER SOLSTICE Dec. 21

MATCH THE LETTER DESCRIPTION WITH THE HOLIDAY
A. Meaning "The Festival of Sacrifice," this four-day religious festival is
the most important celebration of the Islamic calendar.
B. One of the four lesser festivals of a total of eight festivals known as Sabbatts,
this is a celebraton of Wicca, a nature-based religion practiced throughout the world.
C. A seven-day celebration, this festival honors African-American heritage and values
and includes the emphasis of seven core principles.
D. An annual Christian holiday that celebrates the birth of Jesus Christ.
E. Also known as the Festival of Lights, this is an eight-day holiday celebrated by the lewish faith around the world.
F. Celebrated around the world by Buddhists, Hindus and other faiths as the "Festival of Light.''
it signifies the victory of good over evil in each human being.
'fl 0 V B«OH) -a a It II MOM »«M*irv

One country with many cultures and different holidays and celebrations.
Let's celebrate our differences together by learning and
recognizing what is important to everyone.

BGSU.

LAST WEEKS A cendlelight march through BG
nji joined students and townspeople
together in a tribute to
3) WWII victims

C) Vietnam Servicemen

JrtlCenTState Fou£>rJ)John F. Kennedy

Store Hours
Mon9-7 Thurs- Closed
Tues9-5 Fri 9-5
Wed 9-5 Sat 9-5

i! ^

Courtesy of Student Affairs Diversity Team
and the Office of the Vice President of Student Affairs
CELEBRATING 50 YEARS OF BUSINESS

Submit your
answer at
SBX bookstore
530 E. VU00STER ST.

419.353.7732

FORUM

"This year everyone came together and has grown into this little knitting community."
- Jillian Urig, secretary of Warm-Up BG. on how this organization has grown since last year, [see KNITTING pg. 1].

Did u toFrida shomefootbal1 ame?

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
"Yes. The most
important part of the
game is the fans."

Monday. November 24,2008 4
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MAC championship"

7es Because I
support BG athletics
... but the coach needs
to be fired."

KURTIS CARMAN.
Sophomore,
Accounting

TOMSTREETMAN,
Junior.
Asian Studies/Political Sci

"Yes. Because we

"Yes. Because I was

always go to all the

hoping lo see them win

games."

and possibly go to the

*

VISIT US AT
BGHEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

SCARLETT GERRITY,
Freshman.
Medical Technology

BRIANNA STEPHENS.
Freshman.
Biology

i

It's OK to figure
out your future the
second time around

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnemcom.

WALKING IS STILL HONEST.
lOOt*)...Stfrtf-VovO vr saws
Tto EAJU.W Ft*. US TO BE
HfriW&AmiO-UPECWSlS. .

AS MDS, EVEMOtJE'Snil»WS
TEU.W&; US HOW OJE GV\J
DO WHKTEv/Qc. WE uJAfJTynH
Ov*. USES AjOD THOT TH£
*S*-1"STHE. LIMIT" W6H1?
WELL, Tfc/TH IS, U)£Uflto&
A&tf GeJD OP woMCioG HO
HO)K> A, WEEIC ATA 3o6 tut
HKTE fcfi. TH£ IYIAJOWT/ Of
COf- &CISTEMCE OWTIL, OMt
DAV, uJt'fE f lioAU.^ OLD
ENOO&H TO P£Tl«£ AIVJD
OloVETD
FLOfUOA.

ABOUT SOMeTHlrJG;...

"It was at that
moment that I

-.CAM, I Fi(,U#£00*
0l\WrtaPEV$TD?M9>«C
CA) A ff\TH OF UJIU>,
IMt£SP0rJSt6LE HEDCMiSiv)
OtvmL SoMEfcW OWES
CUP.UVES IMTD A
PEflUTY T.-J. SPECIAL.

realized I was doing
Did you pick one major your
freshman year and stick with
it? Not if you are me. or many
other college students I know.
I've probably changed career
plans more times than Paris
Hilton changes the clothes on
her little dog. Believe it or not.
I actually graduated, gave back
my degree and came back its
ail undergraduate again. I used
to think that all of this meant I
was some sort of failure, never
able to settle for one thing. So
many late nights were spent
awake, wondering if I would be
in college forever. If you've ever
had "undecided" for a major, or
changed majors several years
into your college experience,
then you know exactly how I
felt. In short, here is my story.
I sang In a performance choir
for 8 years of my pre-college life,
and I was so sure that vocal performance was the perfect major
for me. The more I thought
about it, however, the less I realized I actually knew about the
mechanics of music, complicated and intricate things that
I would have to know in order
to be successful. I tried to learn
what I was lacking, and found
that it only sucked the joy out of
what had become an amazing
liobby. There was no way I could
do something like that forever,
the competitiveness was just
loo much.
On a last minute decision,
I scribbled "Biology" as my
intended major. I had always
had the typical teenage girl's
Obsession »nh dolphins, so my
new aspiration was marine biology. Now, don't get me wrong,
I loved spending time in the
rnarine lab, and I even got to
Intern at the Toledo Zoo, but
something just didn't seem
right. I would find excuses to
not go into the lab, and I had a
nagging feeling that something
ivas missing.
; So. left with what I felt was
nowhere to go, 1 turned to what
seemed to be a clear alternative:
research. Why not, itseemed like
everyone was doing it, and was
having fun. I did a wide variety
of research, but it seemed like all
of it involved sitting quietly in
one place, counting things, and
typing numbers into a spreadsheet. OK, I thought, I'll just try
some field research instead. A
school in Pennsylvania paid
me to drive out there and study
an endangered species of bird.

the wrong thing."
KEITH PAKIZ I THE BG NEWS

It was all right, but I was disturbed by the sheer excitement
of my coworkers. while I merely
felt numb and noncommittal
inside. By the time I got back, I
took a summer class, and was
ready to graduate.
I spent a lot of time looking
for jobs I could get with my
degree, and was devastated
when it seemed I would have
to return as a graduate student
to get a good paying one. It was
at that moment that 1 realized
I was doing the wrong thing.
Unfortunately, I was scheduled
to graduate in a week or so, and
I kept my mouth shut about it,
not wanting to upset my family.
I walked down the aisle, smiled
and ate dinner with my family
and friends, then went back to
my half emptied apartment and
cried for two days, feeling lost
and without direction.
Pot those two days I laid in
bed, staring at the ceiling and
wondering where I had gone
wrong. Anaggingfeelingstarted,
and it hasn't left me since. When
I was very little. I had dreamed
of being a veterinarian. When
we brought our animals to the
doctor, I would poke him in the
side, bubbling over with a font
of questions. I will never know
why I gave up on that dream,
I guess I never thought I was
smart enough to be a doctor, lo
hold their lives in my hands.
I thought back to all of the
times I brought my cat to the
vet. When I would leave, even
when my beloved pet had a
clean bill of health, there was
a nagging, unexplainable sadness. Now I knew why. I immediately shadowed the local vet,
and had. hands down, the best
day of my life. I knew what I
had to do. I called BtiSU, and
begged them to take me back.
Now, here I am, talking to you
and happier than ever.
Why did I tell you all of this?
If you are unhappy with your
major, or confused as to what to
do, I want you to know that you
are not the only one. It's OK to
take your time to decide, or even
to explore your frivolous childhood dreams. You never know,
you could just find a career of it,
instead of a job.

— Res/xmd lo Andrea at
llwneitis@bgiieivs.com.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

Be thankful, things can always be worse
PHILSCHURREB

rycoiuMNisr

I had just picked up the full
pitcher from the bar and headed
back to the table when I spotted
Stubby and another man coming toward me.
"Hiya Phil." Stubs said.
"Meet F.lmer TTatnoggin. He
teaches in our department.
Thought I'd bring him along
to wet his whistle."
I extended my hand. "Hi.
Nice meetin' ya." We exchanged
greetings and sat down at the
nearest table. Stubby went over
to the bar and grabbed some
glasses.
"What's new?" Stubbs said
when he returned. I began
pouring.
"Not a thing.'' I said. "Be glad
to have a couple days off for
Thanksgiving. Then, it's on to
the home stretch for finals."
"Tell me about it," T.lmer said.
"Be here before you know it."
Stubby took a long pull on
his beer. "Hey. did I tell you,"
he said, facing Elmer, "we
got the lights fixed in the
department office?"
"That was quick," lilmer said.
"They're pretty good about

it. especially if you email the
work order into Ihem," I said.
"Actually, BGSU has pretty good
support for stuff like that."
"I remember when a student
told me right before class that
there was a sink overflowing in
the women's rest room." Stubby
added. "I called the number
that's posted on the classroom
wall and a few minutes later,
I was told that there was a
plumber and a custodian with
a mop and pail in there getting
it taken care of."
"NokiddinV'Isaid.
"Yeah, and that's not all,"
Stubby continued. "A student
spilled her pop on the floor at
the end of class. Someone went
and got the custodian. Came
into the classroom during the
break and mopped it all up."

"Students. Sometimes you
wonder." Hlmer said.
"Yeah, but it could happen
lo anyone," Stubby pointed oul.
"The point is it got taken care of
quickly."
"Go easy on the students," I
said. "Sometimes they've got
problems we don't even know
about."
"Yeah. I guess you're right,"
lilmer said. "A week or so ago, I
had a student stop in my office.
1 knew she'd been struggling in
class. Well. I found out the whole
story. Seems she was practically

thrown out of the house by her
folks. She's living on campus,
taking a full load and working
40 hours a week."
"Why doesn't she cut back on
the hours at work?" I asked.
"Can't. She's considered a
full-time employee at 40 hours
a week, so she's eligible for
the company's medical insurance. Can't get it through BGSU
because they want the money
up front and she can't swing it.
Can't cut back on her course
load or else she'd lose her scholarship and student loan money.
Anyway, we had a long talk. I felt
good being able to at least listen
to her. Seems to have helped her
a little too," Elmer concluded.
"Wow," Stubby said, softly.
"Guess you don't know when
you've got it good."
"Yeah." I said. "I guess
we've got a lot of reasons to
be grateful."
"No doubt." Stubbs replied. "A
couple of Saturdays ago, I was
working at my office — grading
papers and stuff—and 1 decided to go to the Union for lunch
and grab a burger. It was beginning to snow and the weather
was just lousy. I looked out the
window and there was a group
of students gathered together
outside. They had signs saying 'Stop the H8." I thought
to myself. They've got to be

nuts, standing out there, getting wet and cold over an issue
lhat doesn't even involve Ohio.'
But the more I thought about
it, the more I realized that,
even though I don't agree with
their position, thank God we
can express our opinions without fear. There're a lot of places
where that's not possible."
"Yeah ... like North Korea,
Iran or Cuba, to name a few," I
said and paused, studying the
beer in the pitcher. "I guess
there's more to Thanksgiving
than just turkey and football
and lime away from work," I
said after a while.
Rimer thought a minute.
"Yeah," he said slowly. "We do
have an awful lot to be grateful
for around here."
Happy Thanksgiving.

— Respond to Phil al
lheneivs@ligneivs.com.

WEB SITE POLL

'Christmas? Not so much
By C.G .Shield;
U -Wire
Lay down your arms, countrymen, and abandon the war on terror, the war on dnigs, the war on
poverty and the war on wars: It is
time to fight with each other about
what to call a holiday.
I've had enough of this. I don't
even want to talkabuut it, but I feel
duty bound.
Those who lament the "war
on Christmas" — by which they
mean salespeople who say" Happy
Holidays" and various other ways
in which society might be taking
Christ out of Christmas—are suffering from a grand delusion.
They believe that at some point

inthisnation'shistory.every single
citizen was a practicing Christian
who happily proclaimed "Merry
Christmas" after the first snowfall and was generous and kind
for a month or so, always remembering that Jesus is the reason for
the season.
furthermore, they have gotten
the idea thai Christmas itself is
some sort of monolithic institutkni handed down in perfect form
from the Rock of the Church or
what haw you
True believers have always
celebrated the virgin birth of the
savior on Dec. 25 with Christmas
trees (not holiday trees) and doorto-door musical ambushes. Right?
The evaporation of these ancient

and sacred traditions threatens
to destroy both Christianity and
America. Right?
Wrong. These things are
patently, provably false.
Our big party on Dec. 25 is but
a glorified and slightly calendaradjusted solstice festival, which
humans have been celebrating
since long before Abraham.
The Romans co-opted the
biggest day of the year for
pre-historic sun worshippers
into their Saturnalia, and
wouldn't you know, this provided a superbly convenient
time to celebrate the birth
of Jesus when his followers
overtook Saturn and Jupiter
as the leaders of the realm.

0: What are you most
looking forward to during
Thanksgiving break?

Eating with family:
138 votes
Break from classes:
125 votes
Watching football:

39 votes
Shopping: 24 votes

The BG News poll is not
scientific and reflects the
opinions of only those Internet
users who have chosen to
participate. The results cannot
be assumed to represent the
opinions of Internet users in
general, nor the public as a
whole.

■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 4)9-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

THE BG NEWS
FREDDY HUNT, EDITOR IN CHIEF
•

210 West Hall

Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
#
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FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras

TIM SAMPSON. EXECUTIVE EDITOR
GIHA POTTHOFF. MANAGING EDITOR
RYAN SULUVAN, CAMPUS EDITOR
KRISTENVASAS, CITY EDITOR
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BL0G6ING
Check out the sports
blog (or the latest in 6G
athletics.

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stones and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor.

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
slideshows and video
add to the story

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campusorthe Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
lor verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to tb*news(»b<|news.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" oc 'Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News

NATION
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has both
GMand
consumers
worried
By K imbcrly S. Johnson

The Associated Press

RONiDMONDS

Al'Pi'i !(

THE CHOSEN ONE: In this file photo taken on Thursday. Aug. 28,2008. New Mexico Gov. Bill Richardson addresses the Democratic
National Convention in Denver President-elect Barack Obama chose Gov. Richardson as his Commerce Secretary

Gov. Bill Richardson to be
new commerce secretary
By Both Fouliy

"Richardson is all

The Associated Press

NKW YORK — Presidentelect Barack Obama has chosen New Mexico Gov. Bill
Richardson to be commerce
secretary, adding a prominent Hispanic and onetime Democratic rival to his
expanding Cabinet.
Obama
planned
to
announce the nomination
after Thanksgiving, according to a Democratic official
familiar with the discussions.
The official was not authorized to speak publicly about
the negotiations and did so on
condition of anonymity.
Richardson, 61, had a distinguished and visible career
in Washington before returning to New Mexico, where he
was elected governor in 2002.
Richardson served as U.N.
ambassador under President
Bill Clinton and later as energy secretary. He was in the
House from'1983 to 1997.
Clinton sent Richardson
on several high-level diplomatic missions while he

about crashing
through boundaries."
David Goldwyn | Security Deputy

was in Congress, including
direct talks with Iraqi leader
Saddam Hussein.
In Richardson, Obama will
get a secretary of commerce
who has been described as
relentless and competitive, with a jocular sense of
humor.
Richardson is a seasoned
international
negotiator
who mediated with North
Korea over the downing of
two U.S. Army helicopter
pilots; hammered out a deal
with Saddam Hussein for the
release of two U.S. oil workers; won the release of three
Red Cross workers held captive by Sudanese rebels; and
was later sought out by the
North Koreans to discuss
nuclear issues.
His success, said David
Cioldwyn. national security

deputy at the United Nations
in the late 1990s, stems from
the many different facets of
his personality — whether
it's the athlete (he bonded
with l-'idel Castro over baseball), the tireless adversary
(he spent four hours at the
table trying to persuade
President Laurent Kabila to
let a U.N. team investigate
massacres in Congo) or the
regular guy.
"Richardson is all about
crashing through boundaries," Goldwyn said in 2007.
"He says hello to the security
guy, and if he's Hispanic he'll
say something in Spanish.
If he's African-American, he
might call him 'his brother.'
"People think it's undisciplined and so they think he's
undisciplined, and that is a
mistake. ... His personality
gets him in the door. From
there, he's got to deliver
the message, he's got to be
persuasive, and he's got to
secure the objective. That's
where the other pan of his
personality comes in: his
relentlessness."

Camel's new smokeless tobacco has
many health officials raising concerns
By Viclci Smith
The Associated Press

MORGANTOWN, W.Va. —
They're discreet, flavorful and
come in cute tin boxes with
names like "frost" and "spice."
And the folks who created loc
Camel are hoping Camel Snus
will become a hit with tobacco lovers tired of being forced
outside for a smoke.
But convincing health officials
and smokers like Ethan Mint
that they're worth a try may take
some work.
Snus — Swedish for tobacco,
rhymes with "noose" — is a tiny,
tea bag-like pouch of steampasteurized, smokeless tobacco
to tuck between the cheek and
gum. Aromatic to the user and
undetectable to anyone else, it
promises a hit of nicotine without the messy spitting associated with chewing tobacco. Just
swallow the juice.
"I think I'd rather throw up

"I think I'd rather
throw up in my mouth.
I'd rather not swallow
anything like that."
Ethan Flint | Student

in my mouth," says Flint, an 18year-old West Virginia University
student, emerging from a convenience store with a pack of
Winstons and a coupon for free
Camel Snus. "I'd rather not swallow anything like that."
Reynolds America Inc., the
nation's No. 2 tobacco company, can also expect resistance from the public health
community. Experts wonder
whether snus will help wean
people off cigarettes and
snuff, or just foster a second
addiction. While snus has
been around, it hasn't been
prominent in this country.

"1 think we're all holding our
breath in terms of what's going
to be coming down the pike,"
says Dorothy I latsukami, director of the Tobacco Use Research
Center at the University of
Minnesota. "There's not much
known about these products
— what's in these products,
how they're going to be used,
who's going to be using them
and what the effects of that use
will be. ... Will it create more
harm or less harm?"
Reynolds is confident its
new product will find a following. It launched Camel Snus
in Austin, Texas, and Portland,
Ore., in 2006, and has since
expanded to test markets
nationwide, with customers in
nearly every state. F.arly next
year, it's taking snus national
with a marketing blitz that
spokesman David Howard
says will include direct mail,
print and Web advertising, and
point-of-sale promotions.
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NEW YORK — Cash-strapped
General Motors insists declaringbankruptcy would be disastrous because it would scare
away customers. It's unlikely
Chevrolet and Cadillac owners
would be left with worthless
warranties and no replacement parts, but the headlines
about the Detroit Three's dire
situation may already be keeping buyers away.
"If GM is under the imminent threat of bankruptcy or
actually declares bankruptcy, I
would not consider a GM product," said Kevin Ketels, who
might replace his family's 2004
Toyota RAV4 late next year. "I
just don't know if the company
will be around to fulfill their
warranty obligations. Will they
be there for me? There are too
many unknowns and a car is
my second biggest investment
next to my house."
The 38-year-old from Grosse
Pointe Woods, Mich., would
be among the 80 percent of
Americans who General
Motors Corp. insists wouldn't
even consider a GM brand such
as Buick. Saturn or Saab if the
company was in bankruptcy.
Chief Executive Rick Wagoner
brought up the statistic from a
CN W Research survey last week
during his congressional plea
for $25 billion in federal loans.
The concerns are intensifying as the Detroit company
burns through tens of millions
of dollars a day. It has warned
that byyear'send. it could reach
the minimum amount of cash it
needs to stay in business.
Chrysler CEO Bob Nardelli
gave the same warning for his
company, but Ford Motor Co.,
also suffering under the worst
sales environment in 25 years,
says it should have enough cash
and untapped credit lines to get
through 2009.
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

PRIZESUOOKUCOH
Some lawmakers, who want
to see the companies' plans to
become competitive and profitable before doling out aid,
say bankruptcy should be on
the table. A prearranged run
through Chapter 11 would give
GM more latitude to postpone
payments to creditors, renegotiate contracts, raise capital
and reorganize to stay alive.
But with credit markets frozen,
finding the financing to do it
without government help may
be impossible, and the company may be forced to liquidate.
Warranty obligations would
likely be fulfilled by what
remains of GM after a reorganization, although the bankruptcy court would have the
final say. If there's a Chapter
7 liquidation, a third-party,
like another automaker,

could potentially step in and
assume warranty obligations
as part of a deal to acquire
part of CiM's assets.
And the company would still
have to address safety recalls,
regardless of its financial or
operational status.
"Bankruptcy wouldn't discharge your obligations for
recalls." said Rae Tyson, spokesman for the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration.
"We would go to bankruptcy
court and argue that they have
a responsibility to use a portion
of assets to satisfy whatever consumer issues there might be."
But obtaining certain
parts would be an issue.
Independent collision repair
shops get 80 to 90 percent
of their parts directly from
original equipment sources.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

Taking Applications Now!

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit www.villagegreen-bg.com
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

NOW LEASING FOR 2009
LARGE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
COLUMBIA
COURTS

903 - 935 Thurstin
■ 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
■ Furnished
1
Starting at ^~ $760'
+ utilities
■^f*"'">nM,
■ On-site laundry^
< Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal
1
Air conditioning &
Fireplaces available for
an additional cost
1
Free Wireless Internet

ENTERPRISE
SQUARE &
HEINZ APTS
• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
• Furnished
■ Starting at ^
+ utilities
■ On-site laundry'
1
Air Conditioning
■ Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
1
Plenty of parking
• Free Internet Access

MERCER MANOR
323 & 331
S. Mercer Rd.
• 3 bedroom/ 2 fuMJjaths
• Starting at
^sjgg~L
+ Utilities
<£»"nonlhS
• On-site laundry-\—v"-Tw
• Air Conditioning
• Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
• BGSU Shuttle stop
• Plenty of parking
•Free Wireless Internet

www. green briar re ntals.com
445 E V.'oosh-i SI
Saturday. 9am - 1pm

'.RMN6RIAR. INC

Bowling Green OH 43402
419-352-0717
www greenbnarrentals com
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SIDELINES

Run out by the Bulls
CHRIS
VOLOSCHUK
SPORTS EDITOR

! BASKETBALL
I
Former standouts
I Achter, Taylor
', return for ceremony

Brandon's
criticism
comes off as
misguided

I Former guards Kate Achter
Land Whitney Taylor were
nan hand Saturday to help
• celebrate the raising of BG
' women's basketball's newest
i banner and to cheer on the
i current team.
Page 7

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
LBe sure and log on to The
, BG News Sports Blog for
> news and notes on BG sports.
1

We have posted basketball
and football audio from this

[ weekend as well as additional
notes from this weekends
games. We will continue to
post updates over break so
you can still get your BG
sports fix.

Old demons haunt Falcon defense in fourth quarter

www.bgnewssports.com
ByChriiVoloichuk

SCHEDUL

Sports Editor

"[Buffalo] had our defense on their heels
in [their last] two drives. We needed to

TODAY
Men's basketball:
at Ohio State; 8 p.m.
TV: Big Ten Network

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1991—Monica Seles sets

liir the third straight game, the
Falcon defense pitched a shutout in
the first half. And for the fourth time
in five home games, it collapsed
down the stretch.
The most recent collapse, against
Buffalo in two overtimes Friday
night, put an end to any hopes of a
second consecutive howl bid, and
made it difficult for the Falcons to
even finish above .500 this season.
The re-emergence of the defense
that just couldn't finish games earlier in the season came at the worst

step up and get off the field and we
weren't able to do that."
Gregg Brandon | BG head coach

possible time, with control of the
Mid-American Conference East
Division up for grabs
"IBuffalol had our defense on their
heels in (their last) two drives," said
head coach Gregg Brandon. "We
needed to step up and get off the

field and we weren't able to do that."
The 40-34 loss was one that
nobody at Doyt Perry Stadium,
including the people in uniform on the field, saw coming.
The Falcons led Buffalo 27-7
with just over 13 minutes to

play in the fourth quarter.
But, much like the angry Bull on
their logo, UB stormed back and
scored two touchdowns in the
game's final two minutes to tie it
up at 27.
BCi's defense was reeling, its
magic used up, and in the second
overtime, all it took was a single
Tames Starks run up the middle for
25 yaids to put the game away.
Senior comerback Kenny lewis,
who caught his fourth interception
of the season in the first quarter,
See DEFENSE

>7

Friday night's Falcon football
gamewasdubbed an "orange
out" by those in charge of
promoting University athletics. However, something
just wasn't right about the
end result.
What was supposed to be
an "orange out" looked more
like a "gray, brown and orange
out" due to the large amount
of empty seats in Doyt Perry
Stadium.
The sparse crowd was sad
to see given the fact that the
Mid-American Conference
East Division was on the line
with Buffalo in town, but head
coach Gregg Brandon may
have went a bit overboard in
his opening statement to the
media following the game.
"That crowd was pitiful and
I'm so disappointed," Brandon
said. "The fans that showed
up, that's awesome because
they're the true fans. Our kids
deserve so much better than
that. To be in a championship
with so much on the line and
Ihavingl that kind of crowd
disgusts me."
The statement is probably
reflective of disappointment
over losing a heartbreaker to
See COLUMN | Page 8

;the female tennis earnings
•trecord.
:1976-The Atlanta Hawks

Netters' season ends in MAC semifinals

;end a 28 game road losing
jstreak.

By Sean Shapiro
Reporter

:19«0—Wilt Chamberlain
I has a record 55 rebounds in
; one game.
11897—The Canadian
-Intercollegiate Rugby Union

? forms.
i

•The List
;BG had another
^disappointing loss at home,
CHRISTINA MCGINNS

•this time costing them a
{chance at the MAC East title.

THEBGNEWS

NOT QUITE ENOUGH: BG had beaten WMU before but couldn't do it again Saturday

BG had beaten Western
Michigan for the first time in
over six years earlier this season.
Saturday, the Broncos avenged
that loss, ending BG's season in
the Mid-American Conference
tournament semifinals.
For BG their path to the
semi-finals went through the
Buffalo Bulls in the opening
round and then the Falcons
pulled off a quarterfinal upset
over Central Michigan.
Against CMU, the Falcons were

led by seniors Meghan Mohr,
Kendra Halm and sophomore
Corey Domek who combined for
50 of BG's 60 kills.
Domek, Mohr and Halm
continued their strong play
the next day when BG's season
came to an end in a 3-1 loss to
Western Michigan.
BG started the match with good
energy winning25-22 when Mohr
had 10 of BG's 21 points. Fellow
senior Chelsey Meek recorded
seven digs in the set, tying and
breaking the MAC record for most
digs in a career.
"It's a great achievement; I'm

so proud to be able to hold that
record," Meek said. "You know ,
it's bitter sweet |because| I did it
on the day 1 ended my career."
Following Meek's recordbreaking dig in set one, BG seemed to
hit a slump and committed more
errors in the match than the the
first two rounds of the MAC
tournament combined.
In set two, WMU took control
of the set after it was tied 11-11
thanks to five straight errors by
See SEMIS | Page 8

5 Here are the top five storylines from Friday night's loss:

? 1. Defense: They
pitched a shutout through
the first half, but collasped in

Women's basketball unveils new banner,
gets first win of the season over Lipscomb

the second half and overtime,
allowing 40 points.
2. Seniors: For 17 seniors,
this was their last game at
Doyt Perry Stadium. They
were honored on the field
before kickoff.

3. Field goals: In the
game, there was only one
field goal attempt, which had
a botched snap and may have
cost BG the game.
4. Weather With temperatures in the 20s. 11 mileper-hour winds and on and
off snow flurries, the weather
played a big role on the field
and in the stands.

5. Overtime: For the
first time this season, the
Falcons went to overtime.
Buffalo, on the other hand.
was playing in their fifth OT
'game of the season.

By Jaion Jones
Reporter

The women's basketball team made
themselves feel right at home on
Saturday as they opened the season
in Bowling Green with a decisive 71 52 victory over visiting I jpscomb.
"Hats off to the crowd. A lot of
people came out and supported us.
and I just think we have some of the
truly best women's basketball fans in
the country," coach Curt Miller said.
The victory was the Falcons' first
of the season, and improved their
record to 1-2 after losses to Temple
and Valparaiso.
The Falcons' defense applied constant pressure throughout the game,
and came away with 15 steals and
20 forced turnovers. Along the way,
Lipscomb was held to a field goal
percentage of 37.7.
"Our one statistic, defensively,
that's really bothersome early this
year, is our field goal percentage
defense," Miller said.
Helping to lead the way defensively was Junior Niki McCoy, who
came away with four steals and
a blocked shot McCcy, who was

CHRISTINA MCGINNS I THE BG NEWS

PUSHING FORWARD: BG forward
Lindsey Goldsberry drives to the hoop

playing in her first home game as a
Falcon after transferring from Akron,
made herself feel very comfortable
with her new surroundings. To go
along with her impressive game on
defense, she led all scorers with 20
points, including 10 successful trips
in Ihr ton]'inc.

"Running the floor and getting
transition points, I think this was
pretty fun," McCoy said.
Also comingup big for the Falcons
once again was sophomore Lauren
Prochaska, who bettered her points
per game average of 14.0 by coming away with 15 for the game She
also led the way on the boards as
she pulled down 10 total rebounds.
Prochaska was also one successful
shot attempt away from shooting
50 percent for the game
"We just have to get Lauren to the
line, because that's as good as a field
goal" Miller said
A relatively close first half saw the
Falcons lead 31-24 at the break, BG
pulled away in the second half.
Their defense was stifling, as
Lipscomb failed to score for the first
3:08 of the second half. With 12 minutes to play in the game, the Falcons
began to pull away. First a big threepoint play from Jessica Slagle put
them up by 11, then on the Falcons'
next trip down the court, Prochaska
nailed a three to stretch the lead
See HOOPS I

CHRISTINA MCGINNrS I THE BG NEWS

FAMILIAR TERRITORY: 0SU will be BG's second Big 10 opponent of the season.

Men's hoops set to play
Ohio State tonight
By Andrew Harner
Assistant Sports Editor

Last Thursday, the Falcons easily outsized Wayne State in an
80-48 win.
Tonight, BG will find itself on
the smaller side of things when
they take on the second Big Ten
team on their schedule, Ohio State,
in Columbus.
The Buckeyes rolled out a staiting five that had an average height

of almost 6'6" and brought a 7'
center and a 6'5" guard off the
bench against Delaware State in
their only game of the year
Knowing they are overmatched.
BG is still looking to make the best
of the game.
"Were not going in there with
anything but good thoughts," said
senior forward Nate Miller.
The opening tip is scheduled for
8 pm The game will be televised
on the Big 10 Network.

SPORTS

WWWBGNEWS.COM

Achter, Taylor on hand to celebrate,
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By Andrew Harncr
Assistant Sports Editor
l! was a banner clay for the Ialcon
women's basketball team on
Saturday.
Not only did they post their first
regular season win, the team also
unveiled its 2006 WNIT banner
and handed out the 2008 MidAmerican Conference regular season championship rings.
Even better, graduated seniors
Kate Achter and Whitney Taylor
were back in BG to accept their
rings, much to the crowd's and
players' delight.
"lust seeing them down there on
die bench and in the stands was
a great presence for us," junior
transfer Niki Met "aj said. "The fact
that they were there, just giving us
that extra push, was great."
For Achter, Taylor and the
upperclassmen, a ring ceremony at the first home game has
become somewhat of a tradition as the Falcons have won the
regular season title for the past
four years.
But, for transfers like Met Soy and
the younger members of the team,
this was a first-time experience
"Some of them, you could tell,
were braining from ear to ear,"
coach Curl Miller said. "Having
their two leaders from last year
back in the building, I think that
energized them."
Each time a banner is raised,
there is a great story behind the
team that inspired the banner.
This year was no exception.
Achter and Taylor finished their
careers with the most wins any

ACROSS
MEMORY LANE: Former guards Kate Achter and Whitney Taylor embrace after beating
Dayton in the final home game of their college careers in last year's first round of the WNIT
men's or women's basketball class
ever has with 10H. and both players had significant playing time in
all four years with the program.
Because of the history the
two players helped create in Bti,
McCoy said the team was inspired
to show the alums the tradition
will not be lost.
"We wanted to play hard for
them knowing that they were
here, knowing all the success they
had and knowing this |was| their
banner night," McCoy said
She added that Achter was acting like a sixth man trying to point
out things on die court like she did
when she was a team captain and
that Taylor gave a moral support
to the Talcon squad, showing the
alums care about the program.
Miller said that because of the
tradition that has been started for

DEFENSE

I HE

From Page 6

BG

said the entire defense's approach
changed down the cnicial stretch

of the game.

Btl basketball is in a transition,
many recent alumni arc offering
encouragement to the team.
"We've had alumni around a lot
— a lot of the alumni that built this
recent era." Miller said TThe current ■(■anil has heard how proud
(he alumni are of what they built
in the recent era."
With the first win out ol the way,
this year's team can now breathe a
little easier as il moves through the
non-conference schedule.
Miller said after the game the
first win will make the upcoming
road trip a lot smoolher, and the
learn will be better in Ian. when
■he MAC season starts.
And that is where the Falcons
will look to continue their winning
tradition by coming out with a
fifth straight regular season MAC.
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Pitch indicators
"_ Lisa"
Pampenng. briefly
Pinesap products
Before too long
Rower
Intomercial tagline
Bill Killer
Can. province
Middle-of-the-road
Diagram
Criminal
Like unopened e-mail
Stingy
Opposed to
Half of UTEP
Fella
Art style of the '20s and '30s
Wannabe D.A.'s exam
Flour grain
Reassuring response
Meet event

41
42
44
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50
51
52
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57
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

Pack tightly
Bonkers
Cornerstone abbr.
Down
Annoying bunkmates
Whiz
Small bill
Down
Consecrate with oil
Brimless hat
Gene Tierney classic
Set of beliefs
Down
Slinky, for one
Down
Pinochle combo
"Casablanca" role
Reiuvenation resorts
Minor League level
Part of MD
Online read
Filmmaker Joel or
Ethan
Tex. neighbor
Cast a spell upon
Roofing specialists
Made humble
Canon

Math text abbr
State since 48
French waters
Deli meat
Spanish pianist Jose
Talk-show host O'Brien
Lung compartment
Election day survey
Fairy queen
Slip and slide
Journalist Bly
Garment with straps
Jazzy Fitzgerald
Wood patterns
Japanese honorific
Hair colorist
Brings into harmony

47 Poetic feet
48 Glittering topper
49 Type of sprawl or
renewal
50 Moth deterrent
53 Lena of "Alias"
54 "The Mod Squad"
character
55 Reduced by
58
-de-France
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COMPUTER REPAIRS

or call 419.352.3568
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"Wfe didn't finish," lewis said. "I
diink the defense started playing a
little passive when we had the lead
and not playing to win, but more
playing not to lose. It Ixiils down to
us not finishing."
lor 45 minutes, die defense got
back to doing what had worked
in the previous two games against
Kent State and Ohio: not breaking in
die red /one and forcing three and
outs. UB quarterback Drew Willy
was met with constant pressure and
big play threats Starks and receiver
Namaan Roosevelt were corralled
enough for B( i to take advantage.
Then down the stretch, the
Falcon defense that coughed
up leads to Mid-American
Conference
bottom-feeders
Miami and Kastem Michigan
at home and fell apart against
Minnesota reared its ugly head.
Its ability to stop the nin disappeared, and the Bulls racked up 2(X'i
yards and diree touchdowns in the
fourth quarter.
While it was a return to a dangerous trend, quarterback Tyler
Sheehan was one person who didn't
think that way.
"In my eyes it's a coincidence,"
Sheehan said. "II seems like we play
good on all cylinders and then little
things happen and it just doesn'l
seem to go our way."
After losing such a hearthrcaker,
die Falcons still have one more
chance to earn their sixdi win and
finish with at least a .500 record for
the third time in fouryears. Archrival
Toledo will be the opponent, and
die Glass Bowl will be die setting
While the loss to Buffalo was
a tough one to swallow, lewis
was able to put everything in
perspective.
"It's a tough way to end my career
[at homel, but in the same breath, 1
wouldn't trade my teammates for
nothing I wouldn't trade my coaches for nothing and I wouldn't trade
going to BG for nothing" lewis said.
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Classified Ads

419-372-6977

RM BG MBWI will not knowtneh Keep)
advenisrmrntt thai dtertmlnaie, H
encourage diKrimlMlkHi against any
iruiivulurfl or »'<"■!> on the bask of race.
m loior. tned n'humii. national origin
sexual orieniaUon. ombUlty, ttitiu as .1
vrieran. uruiiilu- kiMsuf an> nilu-i \\'\\.\W\
protected status

Hi.' BG New rourwi theitghi in decline.
dkcondnue or revise iny advenJsemenl
Mich •»* ihoM found m 1"* defamatory
lacking In factual basis misleading 01 fabe
in nature \n advertltetnents tie subject
unililiiif; .iml <l|>pim il

Help Wanted

For Sale

For Rent

For Rent

'BARTENDING' up to $300/day No
exp. necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

Let's talk turkey.
Thanksgiving decorations 50°° off at
The Flower Basket in downtown BG

Room-mate wanted to share 4 BR
townhouse S260 75/mo + util
Avail Jan 15. Call 419-262-0400.

30 People Wanted to Lose Weight.
Up to 30 lbs'30 days. Cash Back
Rewards, 1 on 1 Private Coaching
Call 419-601-5179

Male Sheltie. 5 mo. old - S250
Free to good home. Toy Poodle &
Chihuahua. 7yrsold. 419-308-1686

3 BR house at 317 N Enterprise.
avail. NOW'
1 8 2 BR apts at 800 3rd St.
Avail in Jan 2009
Call 419-354-9740

Earn extra S, students needed ASAP
Earn up to S150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed.
Call 1-800-722-4791

Pool table in good cond S350.
Dining set in good cond S250,
Call 419-308-1686

Exotic dancers wanted, must be 18.
Call alter 8pm, no exp needed
Call 419-332-2279.

For Rent

FT Webdesignet P-Burg- PHP. SQL,
Graphic Design skills needed. Send
resume: |obs@kinetica-media com

"1/1/09-1 or 2 BR apts low as $299.
see Cartyrentals com
Call419-353-0325 9am.-9pm.

Make up to S75 per on-line survey.
visit:
www cashtospend com
Quarters at the mall now hiring
bartenders for all shifts Flex hours
Apply in person al 1234 N Mam, BG
Uraku Japanese Restaurant
now hiring 20 servers & 2 bartenders
for Jan 09. Call 419-352-7070

Personals

"Houses almost lull 2009-2010.
Houses, apts over 3 legally on lease.
146S Colleges 321A E Merry
see Cartyrentals.com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm
2 BR. hist, stained glass windows.
HW floors, appl, ref. non-smoking.
S649/mo. 419-261-2038

Campus Pollyeyes
Buy a pizza, get one tree!
Call 352-9638

832 Third St. 5 blks from campus
3 BR. 1 bath, fenced in back yard.
Short term lease OK
S840/mo ♦ util Call 419-392-2812
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office hours 10-2, M-F
www.bgapartments com
Houses: 5 BR. 5 person, all the
amenities, great location, great price1
Call 419-353-8611 ot 419-352-1584

School 09-'10
3 BR house avail 8/15/09.
close to campus, off street parking,
washer/dryer. CA. shuttle bus avail.
3 BR house. 6 month lease NOW
1 room efficiency avail May 16. 09
off-slreet parking.
1BR efficiency avail August 15. 09,
off-street parking
Call 419-601-3225
Shamrock Studios
Studio apts avail 4 Spring Semester.
semester & year long leases
Fully furnished, util & cable TV incl.
Call 419-354-0070 or visit
www shamrockbg.com

Preferred
J Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
wwwprelenedproperliesco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:

ECCA
Management Inc.

,0

GAS/HEAT

WATER

HIGH-SPEED INTERNET

PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE

Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts
Piedmont Apts
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

you
want more?
visit www.win(hropterrace.com
Start renting November 10, 2008
lor the 2009/2010 school year.
If paperwork is completed
and lease is signed before
12/21/08 each person's name
will be entered into a drawing for

FREE RENT
tor the school year.

www.meccabg.com

400 E. Napoleon Road I 419352-9135
winthfopOgerdenich com

CAMPBELL HILL
APARTMENTS

Visii out website w
prices photos & specials'

Now Leasing for
Second Semester!
Mid Am Manor
641 Third St
■*
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

Am
agement

Charlestown Apts.
710 Scon Hamilton
730 Scon Hamilton

1,2,3 bedrooms
and up available!

Houses Available close to campus!
Call 10 make an appointment today!
Mid Am Management
641 Thud «48G
MHO

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-4:30
530 S. Maple St.
419-352-9378

WINTHROP TERRACE &
SUMMIT TERRACE

2 Bedroom
Townhouses
•
•
•
•
■
•
•
•
•
•
'

Deposit Special $400
Furnished
1 Half S Full Bath
Full Basement
Air Conditioned
Microwave
Washer/ Dryer
2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
Plenty of Parking
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal

3 Bedroom
Townhouses
•
•
•
•
•
•
■
•
•
■

Deposit Special $500
Furnished
1 Half & 1 Full Bath
Full basement
Air conditioned
Washer/Dryer
2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
Microwave
Plenty of Parking
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal

Starting at

Starling at

$765/month

$900/month

+ Utilities

+ Utilities

Greenbriar, Inc.
(419) 352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

| L I F E INSPIRED
Six Ways To A Passionate Soul
Iherr it mo better time than now to fully embrace and live a life ofttauion
I invite you to choose your fint best alternative. Go for it!
- Dr. Steve Coaly
Be part of the LIVE WBGU-PBS
taping. Free event, no ticket
required.
November 24, 2008
7p.m.- 8:30 p.m.
Kobacker Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center
Bowling Green State University
RSVP for preferred seating;
Email: klmberlyQHtevecady.com
Call: 419-372-2700
Web: www.stevecady.com
WBGU-PBS Broadcast Premiere:
Monday, December B. 8 p.m.
Sunday, December 14, 1:30 p.m.
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Falcon hockey drops back-to-back
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the Bulls. 40-34, in two overtimes,
and nol necessarily an indictment
of the fans. At least that's what 1
took away from it.
After all, from anyone associated with the team's perspective, it
can't be easy to lose a game after
being up two touchdowns with
two minutes to play in the game
and the season on the line.
But still, for someone so in tune
with what the game meant to
his team in terms of the standings and the MAC title chase,
Brandon's quote shows a major
lack of understanding of the circumstances surrounding those
empty bleachers.
For starlets, kickoff for the MAC
Fast-deciding game was scheduled for 6 p.m. While there are
many high school games that start
at around this time during the fall,
this isn't conducive to good attendance at the college level. High
schools don't have to worry about
attendance figures.
When you want to reel in alum-

games to Notre Dame
By Ethan M.ujo,
Reporter

The number of the weekend for
BG's hockey team was II. Neither
ofthe number's meanings was |x>sitive in any sense for the Falcons.
Notre Dame's hockey team
had not losi in 12 straight
meetings with BG prior to ate
Bome-and-home series.
Make that 14.
The Moons were also outscoted
14-2 on the weekend, as lliey lost
5-1 Friday in South Bend Ind. and
9-1 Saturday at the BGSU Ice Arena
in front of 3.422 fans.
Brandon Svendsen scored BGs
lone goal Friday night, as Notre
Dame's liistiii While, Hilly Vladay
and (liristiaan \ linella each scored
a goal Christian Hanson scored
two on two shots and added an
assisl on Minella's tally.
"For our team to succeed, we
have to score the dirty goals."
said Hanson.
There was nothing dirty
Bboul their goals Saturday
night, except for perhaps the
sheer amount of them.
The Irish handed BG an embarrassing 9-1 loss Saturday to claim
sole possession dl second place
in the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association.
Officials issued a total of 66 JX-IIalty minutes in the game, with .it)
ol them going to BG (5 7-2oMnE
4-5-1 CCHA).
Tensions rose early on when 26
penalty minutes, including a 10n'linuleiiiiscondiictloHli'sloniniy
Dee, were issued to both teams
jusi 18 seconds into the game The
infractions stemmed fromascnim
in from of the falcon bench.
IXv, Nick liailen, Dan Sexton,
David Sohvay, and Cameron
Sinclair all ended up sitting in the
penalty box at once, ii got a link'
i rowdcdtosav the least.
Twenty feel to their left, separated only by fiberglass, sat their
Noire I lame nrincsos.kUelitwsnn.

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS ! 1HEBGMWS

A ROUGH GO: fhe lush outscoied the Falcons 14-2 in the two-game stretch.

done yet.
Ryan Guenrzel added lo BG's
problems three minutes into the
third when he shot the puck over
Spratt's left shoulder to make it 4-1.
ltiddenvall. who finished the
Notre Dame (9-3-1.5-2-1CCHA) night With four points, got liis secIx'gan the romp nine minutes and ond of the game and fifth of the
one second into the first period season just three minutes later.
when Maday put a power play shot Condra. the Irish captain, got his
through BG goalie limmy Spralt's fourth goal of the season on a
shorthanded breakaway al 12:11.
legs to make it 1-0.
Hanson scored Notre Dame's
Bailen. a freshman, barely hindered the Irish's bid for another fifth |xiwer play goal of the night
victory at 12:51 of the first when he at 16:13. White made it 8-1 al 19:01
slapped the puck past Irish goalie and I lanson finally capped it at
Ionian I Varies left pad. Bailcn's first 9-1 with 39 seconds remaining in
the game.
career goal lied the game at 1-1.
Spralt ended up letting in
"BG came out with Fin' and
intensity, but I thought we handled six goals on nine shots in the
ourselves pretty well," said Notre third period.
"It was a snowball thai was rolling
I tame coach leff Jackson.
As they did in iheir 5-1 win Friday that we couldn't stop" BG coach
night. Notre Dame ran away with Scott Much said.
BG had not given up nine goals
the game in the second pcriixl.
lien Ryan scored his second goal in a game since Ohio State won
of the season al 8:24 of the sec- 9-:i al the BGSU Ice Arena on Nov.
ond. The power play tally came on 17, 2006, ll was the Falcons' bigassists from Ryan Thang and I rik gesl margin of defeat since losing
( oiulia to give the Irish a 2-1 lead. 10-1 at terris Slate on (XI. 18.2002(idle Riddcrwall doubled the lead Paluch's fifth game as head coach.
The Falcons host Western
to 3-1 with another power play
Collegiate Hockey Association
goal five minutes latet
"I think the power play was the opponent Minnesota StateMankato for two 7:05 p.m. matches
key there," Riddcrwall said.
Notre Dame wasn't quite next weekend.
Chrisriaan Minella and Christian
Hanson.
Neither team scored on the
ensuing shoilhanded opportunities, but the lack of scoring didn't
last long.
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From Page 6
the Falcons. BG was never able to
| recover from the self-destructive run as Western won the
set 25-20.
"We committed loo many
errors and not enough people
were producing. When you only
have three hitlers gel doubledigit kills and the other learn
has their whole team doing thai,
you are just not going to win a
match," Mohr said.
BG's struggles continued
in set three while Western
Michigan played nearly perfect
volleyball at the nel, only comj mitting four hilling errors. On
I the oilier side of the net. BG
struggled lo dig balls recording
a match low of nine.
While BG digs picked up in
set four, their hitting continued
to struggle as Mohr and Domek
were the only Falcons able to
kill more than two balls. From

WWWBGNEWS.COM

ni and fans who aren't students, lost both games, they played just
it's not the best idea to schedule well enough to get people excited.
a game to start when most peoThen last month they dropped
ple are working just getting off their third home game in a row,
of work or are involved in some this time to lowly Miami. That was
other activity. That's not Brandons the deal breaker. The interest of
fault at all. It's just bad scheduling the casual fan and a good portion
On top of the start time, Friday of the student body waned
In the long run, especially in
night's weather was awful. The
temperature at kickoff was 26 a conference like the MAC that
degrees, combined with biting doesn't have the huge fan base
winds that clocked in at 11 miles- or century of tradition like most
per-hour. To pour salt in the open of the major Div. I-A conferences
wound of anyone braving the cold, da success in the stands comes
snow fell on and off throughout down to the bottom line-wins at
home At 1-3 heading into Friday,
the game. Ixilstcred by the wind.
Gregg Brandon has nothing BG didn't have the bottom line
to do with the weather, but the working in its favor.
A large crowd for Buffalo
weather surely contributed to the
could've been had with wins over
empty seats.
The last, and perhaps the big- EMU and Miami, but late collapsgest reason for the small crowd es in both games cost the program
Friday was indeed in Brandon's a good deal of confidence from
control, and that was the team's the fan base.
While it's perfectly fine for
win-loss record at home this seaBrandon to be disappointed with
son.
In September, the home opener the turnout, it's short-sighted to
against Minnesota drew a rau- expect an "orange out" when the
cous, sellout crowd. The Eastern product on the Perry Stadium
Michigan game on I lomecoming FieldTurf in earlier games hadn't
weekend drew another large inspired those expected to show
crowd. Even though the Falcons up wearing the orange.
the time the score was 7-7 BG
never held a lead and Western
Michigan ended Iheir season as a kill hit off of Kaitlin
lackson's hands and landed out
of bounds.
Despite the loss BG's three
seniors Mohr, Meek and Halm
all had strong matches lo finish
Iheir Falcon careers. Mohr and
Halm combined for 32 of BG's
58 kills while Meek recorded 19
digs Finishing with 2,286 for her
career, the most of any player in
MAC history.
"These three seniors finished
iheir career as champions, they
never stopped playing," coach
Denise Van De Walle said of her
senior class, "You look al what
Meghan Mohr has done the last
half of the season, you look al
what Kendra |!lalm| has done
andwhatChelseyhasdone.there
is all kinds of records there."
Following Western's semifinal win over BG the Broncos
fell in the MAC title match to
Ohio University.

HOOPS
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to 14.
After thai sequence of plays,
Lipscomb managed lo keep the
game in hand until there were
about seven minutes to play. That
was when McCoy took over.
"I wanted lo be aggressive, and I
got lo the free throw line because
I was more aggressive and scoring
minded tonight" McCoy said
From the time where there
were seven minutes to play to the
time there were six. McCoy was
fouled three times, and sank all six
free throws. She then went back
to the line with 455 lo play and
hit two more free throws to put
UK Falcons up by 20, iheir biggest
lead of the game
So on the day where the efforts
of last year's team were celebrated
with lite unveiling of Iheir 2008
WNn" banner, and the awarding
of MAC championship rings, BG
showed what the hype is about

